RETURN TO CAMPUS

UPDATE FOR COLLEGE COUNCIL #4

MARCH 29, 2021
UPDATE - CC

• DANCE CLASSES
  • Starts March 29!
    • Helps us test the process and timing to clean in between classes

• SUCCESSFUL NON-INSTRUCTIONAL EVENT(s)
  • Employee service award – drive-up
UPDATE - CC

• Testing services for Athletes continues
• Instruction – discussion for summer and fall continues
• Student Services – in-person – limited to return approx. June 1st
UPDATE - CC

• Admin presented information to faculty – did so – well received
• Shairon and Rob Moore invited to CSEA meeting to present and answer questions
UPDATE - CC

- WORKING ON COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE
- RTC CHAIRS WORKING ON TWEAKING THE APPROVAL FORM/PROCESS ET AL COMING ON CAMPUS
  - Might need to determine what is needed for fall – issue has to do with communication and how to allocate resources
UPDATE – ACTUAL RTC – DRAFT SCHEDULE

- Student Services – May - June
- Academic offices - June
- Support Services – June – July
  - Goal: complete transition by start of fall classes
UPDATE CC

• Hiring and training of Safety Monitors/Health Screeners
• Considering hiring a dedicated person to oversee “case investigation” – act as resource
• Alameda County expected to enter into ORANGE TIER
ORANGE TIER

• Capacity for indoor lectures and student gatherings must be limited to 50% or 200 people, whichever is less
• Some courses conducted in certain indoor settings, like labs and studio arts, may be open at regular capacity
• Conduct student activities virtually when possible
YELLOW TIER

- Capacity for indoor lectures and student gatherings must be limited to 50%
- Some courses conducted in certain indoor settings, like labs and studio arts, may be open at regular capacity
- Conduct student activities virtually when possible
UPDATE - CC

- Additional resources for Maintenance
  - Allows for faster execution of projects/set-up
- Implementing a new contact tracing device
- Testing new health screening entry method/device
CHALLENGES

• Contact tracing/investigation
• Training faculty and staff regarding reporting
• Scheduling for sanitization in between classes
• Understanding of how policies and procedures are adopted
• On-going training/reminders/roles
HEALTHY BUILDINGS

- HVAC REPORT COMPLETED – all buildings are in compliance
- Supplementing some areas with medical grade filters
- Almost done with building 7 – moving into academic core!
SPACE PLANNING CONTINUES

- Report in the process of being completed
- Furniture arrangements
- Report expect in another 2 weeks
ATHLETICS

• Continues beyond conditioning
STUDENT STUDY CENTERS

• FREMONT OPENED THROUGH SPRING BREAK
• BOTH NEWARK AND FREMONT ARE OPEN